**Kaspersky discovers ‘Grabbit’: A Cyber-spy Tracking SMS**

**News:** Kaspersky Lab has recently discovered a new malicious software, which the company called Grabbit. Kaspersky Lab researchers tracked and analyzed the behavior of the malware and identified its capabilities.

**Context:** Kaspersky Lab’s findings suggest that the malware is designed to track SMS messages, specifically those containing financial transactions or sensitive information. The research team has named the software Grabbit due to its ability to track and exfiltrate SMS messages.

**Technical Analysis:** Kaspersky researchers used a combination of reverse engineering, static and dynamic analysis techniques to understand the behavior of the malware. They found that the malware uses a combination of standard SMS delivery methods and custom protocols to exfiltrate data. The malware is capable of silently waiting in the background and collecting data without the user’s knowledge.

**Impact:** The discovery of Grabbit highlights the ongoing threat of advanced persistent threats (APTs) and the increasing sophistication of cybercriminals. Kaspersky Lab recommends users to stay vigilant, use antivirus software, and be cautious when sharing sensitive information via SMS.

---

**Newspapers Struggle to Find Path in Digital Age**

**Washington:** The news remains mostly bleak for the American newspapers. The industry is struggling to adapt to the new digital age, with many newspapers facing financial challenges and declining readership.

**Context:** The landscape of American newspapers is changing rapidly as readers turn to digital platforms for their news. Many newspapers are facing a decline in subscriptions and advertising revenue, leading to layoffs and budget cuts.

**Technical Analysis:** The shift to digital platforms has opened up new opportunities for newspapers. Many newspapers are now experimenting with new formats and content delivery methods to attract readers. However, the transition is not without its challenges.

**Impact:** The challenge for newspapers is to find a balance between their traditional print business and their digital operations. The transformation could potentially open up new revenue streams and increase readership, but it will require significant investment and a commitment to innovation.